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" In the company of friends, writers can discuss their books, economists the state of the
economy, lawyers their latest cases, and businessmen their latest acquisitions, but
mathematicians cannot discuss their mathematics at all." Alfred Adler
Introduction
Communicating mathematics to different audiences should be an integral part of any
modern mathematical degree, since without this fundamental mathskill we will become
(and are becoming) an endangered species. It is of great comfort to us and our fellow
mathematicians that we can converse in a totally alien (to most people) language of say
algebra and prove formally many different theorems. However a quarter of 16 to 65-yearolds in the world's richest countries are functionally illiterate. This means they cannot
understand brochures, train timetables, road maps, and simple instructions for household
appliances.( http://www.literacytrust.org.uk/database/internat.html#infoage ) Viewing the
whole world the this figure rises to 60%. So we must ask the question what percentage of
the world can we communicate our algebraic forms to? - perhaps 0.1% if we are
optimistic!
This paper presents some of our exciting and current experiences in the evolution of our
mathematics degree at Sheffield Hallam University to address the issues and needs of
mathematical skills now and for the future. The practices that we have adopted in
Mathematics at Sheffield Hallam University- a large University by UK standards, to try
to install range of modern mathematical skills (mathskills) in a technological rich context,
aiming to make students reflect and engage in their learning.
What skills for mathematicians?
The students looked at here are on a UK undergraduate mathematics degree, and they
study courses a rich diet of usual mathematical courses. Students on the degree carry out
critical study and develop the full range of mathskills, both mathematical and general, in
parallel. Student engagement in the work is steered by the use of an electronic web-based
planning and progress file in which they can also reflect on their learning, such reflection
being an important part of improving their skills. The thinking here is that there is a set of
traditional key skills: Communication skills; Improving own learning and performance;
Using Information Technology; Problem-solving; Application of number; Working with

others should all be fully integrated into modern mathematics courses. The importance of
these key skills is widely mentioned by employers [1] and a recent report [2] reinforced
this view. Mathematics is essentially a communication language, it is critical that anyone
with knowledge can recognize the audience with whom they are communicating. Without
this last skill the most knowledgeable practitioner will not succeed. Here we examine a
particular problem and relate it to the mathskills.
The problem - The bungee jumping car - damped real vibration
First we collect data from the motion of an oscillating model car – see Figure 1.

Figure 1
This starts the important process of engagement and ownership of the problem. The
students are then given their tasks – initially they work in groups and collect their own
data of height against time for the car on the end of elastic. A sample of the data (which
was collected using a CBL2 , Motion detector and a TI-83p) is available at
ftp://maths.sci.shu.ac.uk/hwg/DataBooks/EAZ6.doc
Note how the IT skills are embedded in the problem. The students are then asked to
“Analyse and explain in your own words” a model to describe what is happening and
suggested that the formula y = A + B e (C*x) sin(D * x + E) could a useful start .But how to
find the parameters? The students had earlier encountered the Excel solver to implement
the least squares method so can use their experience to find the parameters for the model.
Figure 2 gives some screen shots of the results.

Figure 2
Note the cell $D$101 = SUM(D2:D100) is minimised by changing cells $H$1 : $H$5
and a good guess is needed- estimation of solution is a necessary skill needed to solve
real problems. The visualisation of the model solution and the collected data is a very
powerful expressive and clear confirmation that the process is correct!
The initial conditions needed for the theoretical second part of the question k0 =B2-H1
and k0slope =(B3-B2)/(A3-A2) are shown in the spreadsheet as the second part of the
problem starts. In the second part we are trying to raise theory to the level of practice, by
relating the reality to the standard theory. The students download from the web a simple
Excel spreadsheet template which implements the simple Euler’s method for solving the
dy
d2y
differential equation
+ k1
+ k 2 y = 0 . They are then asked to identify values for k1,
2
dt
dt
k2 and the initial conditions to make the solution of this equation correspond to the data

collected and provide evidence that it works and fits. Some hints are often needed, for
instance, when matching the two parts it helps to treat A as zero. The questions can be
asked as to whether this is reasonable or not? together with what does A signify?) The
students then have to experiment with the Euler Sheet template and find the theoretical
values of k1 and k2.
Figure 3 shows the result.

Figure 3
Again Solver helps here and yet again a good guess is essential. This guesswork only
comes with the understanding of the real situation and enables the values of k1 and k2 to
be clearly interpreted. Finally the student has to reflect, comment and write up their
findings often to different prescribed audiences. Our formal course document states
“Skills work will include input on aspects of report writing including written English and
referencing, information retrieval, curriculum vitae, group working, time management,
reflection and action planning.” Finally their reports are put on the students own web
page for theirs and our future reference[3].This particular problem has provided a
valuable exercise in mathskills which together with the identification of audience
provides an excellent ending. The assessment of these skills has been a learning process
for staff involved as well and is documented in [4] and [5]. This process is a prime
necessity in a world now mainly composed of strategic learning by most students.
Discussion
What we are doing here is using an approach to learning mathematical skills which is
unusual, although perhaps less so in the arts and humanities. Degrees in other disciplines
make widely different demands. Mathematics has been predominantly by theory and

algebra whereas other areas have been more discursive based, with correspondingly
better perceived attainment levels. We are to some extent trying to readdresses this
balance. This is necessary as the mathskills needed now have changed due to technology
and the different needs of society and we need a consistent way of assessing the full
range of mathskills much valued by employers.
Conclusion
Here a simple real problem has been documented to show how mathskills can be
embedded into a “mathematics” course. Mathematics students initially are very loathe to
write words and use pictures (since they are the chosen few who know and are
comfortable with algebra!) but they have to realize that most problems will arise in these
formats. Here we are hoping to encourage an attitude of reflective, continuous
engagement, appropriate for a technology-intensive and changing world. At the end of all
our courses the students have an electronic web based portfolio covering all their
modules, providing evidence of all their work and expertise both mathskills and general.
This provides a much fuller picture of their abilities than would just final marks.This kind
of profile is something that employers considering employing our graduates welcome.
Learning is never finished both for us and the students!
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